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This is why we’ve been seeing increasingly urgent interest in cross-sector collaboration. This special supplement ... The question we face is: How can we best help such collaborations address our ...
The Essential Skills of Cross Sector Leadership
The use of digital health technologies across health care and drug development has accelerated. A new paper titled "Digital Progression Biomarkers as Novel Endpoints in Clinical Trials: A ...
New digital health technologies could lead to better care for Parkinson’s disease
This article is brought to you thanks to the collaboration of The European Sting with the World Economic Forum. Author: Franz Drees-Gross, Director of ...
Less than 50% of Latin America has fixed broadband. Here are 3 ways to boost the region’s digital access
A new paper titled "Digital Progression Biomarkers as Novel Endpoints in Clinical Trials: A Multistakeholder ... in our journal, as it provides a clear and visionary glimpse into the future ...
Digital health technologies hold key to new Parkinson's treatments
The U.N. has never been more vital. But it needs renewed imagination, vigorous adaptation to changing global circumstances and emboldened advocates from within and outside governments.
Building the inclusive, networked U.N. we need
This report is part of a series of multistakeholder projects aimed at catalysing action ... resilience to natural disasters are required by all actors to help stem future losses. New frameworks for ...
Building resilience to natural disasters: a framework for private sector engagement
“This collaboration further supports our commitment to worldwide sustainability and our dedication to lead each city we operate in towards a greener future.” Li-Cycle is supporting Helbiz’s net-zero ...
Li-Cycle partners to recycle batteries in scooters, e-bikes
An open letter to America’s first consumer financial protection czar The work of the future will be atomized ... Organizations should help us embrace our collaborative sentiments.
July–August 2011
With the declaration of 2012 as the United Nations International Year of Sustainable Energy for All, a number of themes emerged that have formed the basis for our work on energy at the World Bank ...
Financing Sustainable Energy for All
The T-12 could also develop working groups and committees on the multistakeholder model ... the T-12 should articulate a vision of the future based on innovation, freedom, democratic collaboration, ...
Uniting the Techno-Democracies
Our summary presents the authors’ view on the proceedings ... It was highlighted that the consequences of uncertainty and the future actions to be taken to address uncertainties must be clearly ...
Considering and communicating uncertainty in health technology assessment
This article is brought to you thanks to the collaboration of The European Sting with the World Economic Forum. Author: Lili Sun, President, Society of Entrepreneurs & ...
How China can build a nature-positive and net-zero economy
We are all stakeholders in our global future. And the World Economic Forum acts as a kind of catalyst for this process. Mark Peckmezian for TIME That requires collaboration, at a time of ...
The Founder of Davos on Confronting Nationalism and Inequality
The Edible Fats and Oils Collaboration urges the food and feed industry to advocate ... As Ivana Gazibara, Head of Futures at Forum for the Future, explains: “The food system’s entire value chain must ...
Holistic Solutions Needed to Future-Proof Edible Fats & Oils Industry
I am proud both of our results to date and plans for the future." Lundin Gold's 2020 Sustainability ... Industries Transparency Initiative ("EITI") industry group and the EITI multistakeholder group ...
Lundin Gold Publishes 2020 Sustainability Report
The nonprofit says it expects the insights collected will provide evidence to support future plastics recycling engagement strategies ... “This forms a fundamental part of our being an industry leader ...
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